
TUESDAY 13TH JULY

10:00AM - 2:00PM

THE WOOD FAMILY FARM
RINGA CIVIL
5799 TOODYAY RD, TOODYAY

FREE EVENT (LUNCH PROVIDED)

EMAIL: info@regenwa.com
FOR MORE DETAILS

T O O D Y A Y

REGISTER:
www.trybooking.com/BSGXY

SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
- Hon Alannah MacTiernan MLC
- Rod O’Bree & Tim Wiley
- CSIRO
- Perth NRM

RegenWA together with Tierra Australia are hosting a ‘Landscape Rehydration Field 
Day’ on site in Toodyay, to demonstrate how through rehydrating the landscape they have 
increased their production capacity. It will bring together interested farming stakeholders 
for peer-to-peer discussion, a paddock walk, earthworks and salt bush planting 
demonstration. 

Topics Include:
• Jack’s rehydration project ins and outs.

• A walk and talk session down the creek with demonstrations from Jack & Rod O’Bree.

• A practical demonstration of building the earth works.

• Talks from CSIRO - Dean Thomas on modelling the impact of introducing perennials, Yvette 
Oliver on using satellite and drone imagery of land surface elevation to inform surface water 
movement and interventions such as earthworks, along with saltbush planting demonstrations 
from Hayley Norman and Matt Wilmot. 

It is an opportunity to ask questions and see �rsthand how this previously unproductive 
landscape, has been rehydrated and is now in a system which is working to increase 
production capacity.

Free event! Bring your rain jacket, boots, hat and a camp chair. 

For the past two years, the Wood family have applied techniques which work to 
rehydrate the landscape on his 377ha of farm with consultation from Tim Wiley 
from Tierra Australia and through adopting Regenerative Agriculture and 
Carbon Farming principles. 

Jack has constructed leaky weirs and banks within contours, creaks and a 
pre-existing drainage line. In conjunction with the construction of these Jack 
planted native shrubs (e.g. salt bush) along with some ‘self-sown’ native plants 
emerging from the seed bank. Jack also reduced grazing around these 
constructions, in order to protect this soil from hoof erosion and allowing the 
vegetation to establish.

LANDSCAPE
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This RegenWA Field Day is funded through the 
Western Australian Government’s State NRM Program


